
 

2017 NSW IOM GP Round 1 

The Susan McAnna Memorial Trophy 

Series Sponsored by BG Sails and Design 

On the weekend of the 11th and 12th of March the first round of the 2017 NSW IOM GP 

series was run at Kogarah Bay SC.  The GP round held at Kogarah Bay each year is 

dedicated to the memory of Susan McAnna, the much loved and valued Kogarah Bay RYC 

member and member of the NSWRYA Management Committee, first as 

Secretary/Treasurer, then as Publicity Officer.  Susan’s considerable contribution to radio 

yachting will always be remembered. 

Fifteen skippers turned up to contest the event including the likable “Mexican” Andy Reid.  A 

mix of designs were represented, 5 Britpops, 3 V9s, a V8, the Australian champion V10 in 

the hands of Wayne Keavy, a Kantun S, a Tnt, a Cheinz, a BTL sailed by Steve Crewes in 

his first IOM regatta, and of course Matthew McAnna sailing his Widget.    

On Saturday morning, a steady breeze from the SSW was blowing.  The breeze gradually 

swung to the SE during the day.  A strong outgoing tide was a factor for the whole day.  In 

the first couple of races the tide pushed boats over the line early until the skippers learned to 

allow for it.  After about 2.30pm the course had to be moved away from the shore a couple of 

times to ensure there was enough water under the keels.  Even so, a couple of boats 

beached themselves when they hung onto the lift off the shore for just a bit too long trying to 

get that extra bit of advantage. 

Racing started just after 10am in one fleet using a windward and return course with a gate at 

the bottom.  All skippers elected to use number one rigs and the conditions were perfect, not 

too hot with a steady breeze of about 10 knots.  Seventeen races were completed in the day.  

Scott Condie led on 24 points from Paul Jones on 29 points and Andrew Reid on 33 points.  

There was a gap back to Ben Taylor in fourth place but several boats were nipping at Ben’s 

stern. 

On Sunday morning, the breeze was from the north and was much lighter.  Racing had to be 

delayed for about twenty minutes until there was enough puff to get racing underway.  The 

conditions suited Paul Jones and Scott Condie appeared to lose his mojo.  The light breeze 

faded at about 11.45 so lunch was called early.  Scott and Paul were locked on equal points 

with Andy very close behind, the afternoon was going to be fun to watch. 

During the lunch break a NE breeze settled in and after the course was adjusted racing 

continued in mid to top of number 1 rig conditions.  Some skippers went down to their 

number two rigs.  With more breeze Scott Condie got his mojo back and went on to win the 

regatta from Paul in second and Andrew only one point behind in third. 



There were some remarkable performances further down the fleet as well.  Allen Roberts 

won three races and Terry McLeod had some great results, the best being a second. Wayne 

Keavy with his new boat finished well in fifth and Ross Spencer, Matthew McAnna and Mark 

Wilson finished with only seven points between them.  

Eleven races were completed on Sunday for a total of twenty-eight for the regatta.  

After some liquid refreshments, Matthew McAnna presented the medals to the podium 

finishers. 

The Susan McAnna Memorial Trophy is presented to the best placed NSW skipper who has 

not won it before.  This year Matthew McAnna presented the trophy to fourth place getter 

Ben Taylor from LMRYC who was pleased and honoured to have his name added to the 

trophy.   

The regatta was completed without any agro and all skippers behaved in a sportsman like 

manner, just as Susan would have liked.  Well done everyone. 

 

 

From L to R.  Matthew McAnna who presented the medals and Memorial Trophy, Ben 

Taylor, 2nd Paul Jones, 1st Scott Condie, 3rd Andrew Reid and PRO Owen Jarvis 

 

Lots more photos curtesy of Paul and Carola Derwent here 

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/tpb2z4er229daze/AADyRYU8bIpLVef3lg9MQ5Mma?dl=0 

 

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/tpb2z4er229daze/AADyRYU8bIpLVef3lg9MQ5Mma?dl=0


 

Of course, these events are run by volunteers who give up their time so the competitors can 

enjoy the racing.  Many thanks to the race officials Owen Jarvis, John Hall and Neil Webb. 

Thanks also to John Lewis from KBSC who supplied the delicious lunches on both days.   

The next round is hosted by LMRYC on the 22nd and 23rd April. 

 

 

Position Skipper Sail # Club/City Hull MYA No. Score

15 15 15 0 15

1 Scott Condie 06 NSW/KBRYC Britpop! 43.0

2 Paul Jones 48 NSW/LMRYC Kantun S 57.0

3 Andrew Reid 94 Viv/APMYC Britpop! 58.0

4 Ben Taylor 90 NSW/LMRYC Tnt 125.8

5 Wayne Keavy 171 NSW/KBRYC V10 140.0

6 Allen Roberts 16 NSW/KBRYC Britpop! 159.0

7 Terry McLeod 3 NSW/KBRYC Britpop! 162.0

8 Ross Spencer 13 NSW/KBRYC V9 171.0

9 Matthew McAnna 64 NSW/KBRYC Widget 174.0

10 Mark Wilson 66 NSW/LMRYC V9 178.0

11 Graham Payn 89 NSW/LMRYC V8 230.0

12 Paul Derwent 29 NSW/KBRYC V9 237.0

13 Ted Gay 19 NSW/KBRYC Britpop! 240.0

14 Steve Crewes 8 NSW/DAC BTL 328.0

15 Andrew Payne 88 NSW/WMYC Cheinz 329.0
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